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Abstract: Optical imaging and focusing through complex samples is a challenge with important applications in many fields. The critical
problem is that turbid media such as biological tissue and multimode optical fibers randomly scatter and diffuse light, preventing the
formation of diffraction-limited focus and image. We demonstrate with numerical simulations that multiple scattering can be controlled
via serial optical transmission matrix (SOTM) and parallel optical transmission matrix (POTM) in order to obtain an achromatic focus
and image at an arbitrary position. Simulation results of three-dimension achromatic focusing and imaging based on this approach are
agreed with the theoretical analysis. Scattering diffuser can be used as functional optical elements for focusing and imaging, moreover
it can be manipulated and designed for multifunctional optical elements beyond traditional design. Our method will pave way for using
scattering media as unique optical achromatic elements for various applications, as well as for guiding the light and tailoring the
light-field.
Index Terms: Wavefront control, optical achromatic element, multiple scattering, scattering media, transmission matrix.

1. Introduction
For long the scattering of light is treated as an obstacle for optical focusing and imaging, where the light scattering posed a
fundamental limitation on the resolution and penetration depth of all optical methods [1]. Nowadays, Scattering media have
been studied for applications of the focusing [2]-[8], spectral filter [9], [10], photorefractive holography [11] and biomedical
imaging [12]-[18]. To date, a significant number of techniques such as wavefront shaping[1], [5], [17], [19], [20], speckle
correlation imaging [21]-[24], deblur processing [25], [26], deep learning [27], [28],scattering holography [29]-[32] and
transmission matrix approach [20], [21] have been developed to explore the characters of scattering media or optical
shaping and manipulation, which give variety of new realm in traditional optical imaging technology.
However, benefit from lensless and non-invasive advantages, speckle correlation methods restores crucial autocorrelation
information after scattering, which unfortunately is limited by tiny angular memory effect range and narrow illumination
spectral width[21-24]. What’s more, inspired by applied optics, deblur technique[25],[26], based on imaging post-processing,
can only work in correcting low-order aberrations under weak scattering region of a superposition of specific noisy models.
Simultaneously, with holography one can image 3D structure through dynamic media[29-32], however, it meanwhile
requires prior reference, strict positional alignment of the hologram and the read-out beam. Ingeniously, deep learning
strategy is used to study for scattering imaging [27], [28]. Although we can get high fidelity of image transferred through
scattering media, deep learning methods relies heavily on mountain piled training database and arcane network parameter
tuning process. Shaping the wavefront by means of seeking the optimal wavefront by various feedback algorithms[20] or
compensating for the scattering media, light can be focused through or deep inside the strongly scattering materials directly
observed anywhere on the detector, and the scattering media can be used as functional optical elements. However, the
scanning and updating process for only a focusing point is very time-consuming, making it not suitable for in-vivo imaging.
Moreover, the optical TM inherently characterizes the scattering medium by giving the relationship between the input and
the output wave [20], [21], with which one can use it to directly recover the object wave for imaging from the distorted
speckles though it is prone to errors for a little deviation or perturbation of the measurement may seriously influence the final
imaging quality.
Overall, most methods mentioned above, to some degree, neglect the study of spectra, which offers a plethora of contrast
mechanisms in imaging and spectroscopy, especially for those who study scattering media and their interaction with the
waves. Since programmable controlled achromatic three-dimension (3D) image and focus through scattering media are
much desired both in spatial and spectrum domain, here with the aid of advantages of wavefront shaping and transmission
matrix, we intended to focus and image an object hidden behind a turbid medium. This is promising for full control and
customized guiding of light for next stage light-matter interaction and applications.
In this paper, we put forward an arbitrary phase shifts (APS) to measure the monochromatic optical transmission matrix
(MOTM) of scattering media with an easy-to-build setup, and efficient computational process. It also has a pivotal role in
eliminating the requirements of the modulation depth of spatial light modulator together with the advantage of unrestricted
implementation regardless of memory effect. Furthermore, we introduce the simulation system and establish serial optical
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wavefront shaping in different distances between scattering media and detector, i.e. achromatic 3D focusing and imaging
through scattering media, as well as showing achromatic 3D focusing and imaging results of the targets beyond memory
effect. The results shed new light on extending the source to broadband and achieving multiwavelength achromatic focusing
and imaging using scattering elements.

2. Principle of obtaining SOTM, POTM and achromatic focusing
2.1. Acquisition of MOTM by APS method
Inspired by full-field interferometric method to measure the TM proposed by Popoff [33], we actually measured MOTM with
APS based on it. When an optimal wavefront is found and impinged upon, a desired optical field can be obtained after the
turbid media, and light focusing and imaging through turbid medium at any position of the output can be obtained [34, 35].
Even though light scatters in a complex and initially unknown way, the scattering process is linear and entirely
deterministic as long as the medium is static [33]. A linear propagation of an optical wave through scattering media is
entirely characterized by Green function, and the wavelength-dependent transmission of light through scattering media can
be expressed as:
N
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Thanks to the interferometry [36], we can achieve phase of optical field indirectly. Here, the real part of MOTM is
represented as a , correspondingly imaginary part as b , and thereafter the intensity detected by the detector can be
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where rm is the complex amplitude of the optical field with a phase of  and used as the reference in the mth output mode,
and p is the arbitrary shift of phase to form an interference.
Owing to that Enin is controllable, we can solve the complex coefficients tmn in 2N times, where N is the input channels.
For maximizing the intensity of the received wave front and consequently decreasing the experimental sensibility to noise, a
Hadamard basis is introduced to help us modulate only the phase of optical field. Additionally, benefit from the arbitrary
phase of  and  , the modulation depth of the SLM is unrestricted. For obtaining a canonical matrix (expressed as T d )
to focusing and imaging, a basis exchange, T d  T h  T † , is used, where h denotes Hadamard basis, T h and T d is the
MOTM in Hadamard and Cartesian basis, respectively. † describes transpose conjugate.
2.2

Acquisition of SOTM and POTM for achromatic focusing

The schematic of establishing SOTM and POTM from MOTMs together with principle of achromatic focusing are illustrated
in Fig.1. For establishing a SOTM or POTM with MOTMs, we divide the scattering medium into N  N equally squared cells,
where each cell is subdivided into 2×2 small segments (see Fig. 1(a)) for different channels. In the case of forming a SOTM,
we artificially select out the channels of red, green and blue for color focusing (see Fig. 1(b)), respectively. When three
appointed focusing positions are overlapped, the foci is achromatic, otherwise the focus are individually as depicted in Fig.
1(c).
Alternatively, we create a POTM by randomly closing or opening the segments of cells equally to complete an achromatic
focusing parallel by wave shaping at arbitrary position with only one transmission matrix as shown in Fig. 1(d). Moreover,
the parallel achromatic focusing (see Fig. 1(e)) can be achieved by the loop shown in Fig. 1(d). Once the foci is perfectly
achromatic accomplished, we obtain the POTM. By adjusting the target function used for feedback, optimized multiple foci
can be accomplished simultaneously. For the sake of getting maximum enhancement factor and minimum focusing error
concurrently, the targets function is defined as:
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where F is objective function of  , the focusing position, and the distance d between SLM and detector. c describes
certain wavelength’s segments, col and row express the column and row of subdividing square cells, respectively. Pi ( x, y ) ,
P'i ( x, y ) are the designed focusing target’s position and the obtained actual position for i , respectively; i is enhancement
factor for i and dz  22cm .

Fig.1 Schematic of establishing SOTM, POTM and focusing: (a), (b) and (d) are schematic diagrams of SOTM or POTM, serial achromatic focusing, and
parallel achromatic focusing respectively. (c) and (e) are results of serial achromatic focusing and multi-wavelength achromatic focusing, respectively.

3. Experimental Setup and Simulation process
Three laser sources with different wavelengths (478nm, 532nm and 628nm) are first intensity attenuated to ensure
comparable power levels and then guided into a single path using beam splitters. After expanded and polarization
modulated, the beams simultaneously illuminate a spatial light modulator (SLM) (VIS-016, Holoeye Pluto, Germany) during
the entire experiment. For projecting the phase of SLM onto the scattering sample, which is a 80 μm layer of ZnO deposited
on a standard microscope glass slide, the SLM is positioned at a conjugate image plane of the first microobjective (10×, NA
= 0.25). The pixel number of SLM is 1920×1080, only the central 512 × 512 portion is used in the experiments. A second
microobjective (40×, NA = 0.65) imaged the plane 1 mm behind the scattering media, as well as collecting the scattering
light. The two microscope objectives are used for the purpose of efficiently collecting optical channels of light through
scattering medium. The speckle is captured by a CMOS detector (Andor Zyla 5.5), before which is a polarizing film used to
remove the ballistic light.
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multiple-scattering sample and the output intensity speckle pattern is imaged by a CCD camera. L, lens; D, diaphragm; S, sample; MO, microscope
objective; PF, polarizing film; BS, beam splitter; AP, Attenuation piece; BE, beam expander; WP, waveplate.(b) Simulation for circle part of (a). Light from a
multispectral object shown on a SLM (  o ) propagating through scattering media (distance d1) and generates a speckle pattern on detector (  i ).

The optical transmission simulation process in Fig.2 (a) can be characterized as schematic in Fig. 2(b). The scattering
sample is inserted at a distance d1 in front of the detector. Distance between SLM and scattering sample is d1 and d from
scattering sample to the detector. Here, we mathematically approximate the scattering media as a thin phase mask whose
amplitude transmittance is 1 and phase is   x, y  . Besides, coefficients in MOTM must be statistically independent and
follow a circular Gaussian distribution [3], [37] according to the corresponding principle of statistical optics [38]. In this case,
a forward model can be derived to relate the optical field at the detector plane U  x, y  to the optical field at the object
plane U SLM  xo , yo  , (constant terms have been neglected). Furthermore, by exploiting light free space transmission based on
Angular-Spectrum Propagation theory, the modulated field propagation from the SLM to the front of scattering sample can
be described by,
2
2 


U s  xs , ys   F 1 F U SLM  xo , yo  exp  ikd1 1   f xs   f ys   ,
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where k is the modulus of the wave vector k  2 /  ,  represents light wavelength. f xs and f ys are coordinates in



 



frequency domain. As expected, the propagation from the background of scattering sample to CCD can be described by,
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where U s'  xs , ys   U s  xs , ys   e  s s  . It is noted that U  x, y  and U SLM  xo , yo  are the same as Eout and Ein in Eq. (1),
respectively.
According to the restrictions and modals above, we establish the scattering optical system. The primary simulation
parameters are listed in Table 1, based on which and the MOTMs in Sec.2.1 we can establish SOTM, POTM and obtain an
achromatic 3D focusing as well as achromatic imaging.
Table 1
Simulation setup for Fig.2 (b)
Parameters

Values

Wavelength

0.478μm、0.532μm、0.628μm

Size of SLM pixels array
Pixels of SLM
Spatial sampling interval
Modulated size of SLM

5mm×5mm
N×N
12.2μm
3.125mm×3.125mm

Modulated pixels of SLM

(0.625×N)×(0.625×N)

Size of scattering medium
d1
d
Number of cells of the modulated part of SLM

1mm×1mm
1000mm
220mm

size of detector
Used size of detector

1.1mm×1.1mm

Pixel size of detector
Number of segments of used part of detector

N N
(FWHM ×

N )×(FWHM × N )
4.2μm

N N

4. Numerical Simulation Results and Analysis
According to the principle in Sec.2, we achieve SOTM and POTM, after which we have done some single point focusing with
different incident wavelengths in Fig. 3(a).
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Fig.3 Results and analysis of monochromatic focusing: (a) Single point monochromatic focusing of target when λ=628nm, 532nm, and 478nm. (b) A linear
fashion rastering over the two-dimensional pixel arrays for focusing in every segments of the detector. (c), (e) are enhancement factors for different
wavelength in different points position (every ten segments) on detector and depth of focus for monochromatic focusing, respectively. (d), (f) are error sizes
for (c) and (e), respectively. Scale-bar of (a) is 100μm.

If the segment size of detector is less than the coherence length, two neighboring segments will be strongly correlated
[34]. Coherence length of speckle is calculated as the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the auto-correlation of the
speckle pattern at each working waves. Without loss of generality, incident light can be expressed as:
  x  x0 2 
1
f ( x,  ) 
exp  
(6)
,
2 2 
  2

where   is the standard deviation of the wave, x0 is the expected value, then the relationship between FWHM and the
standard deviation is
FWHM  2 2 ln 2  .
(7)
When λ =628nm, 532nm, 478nm, the coherence length of speckles [34] are 13 pixels、9 pixels and 8 pixels, which lead to
three focusing results of 208×208 pixels, 144×144 pixels, 128×128pixels for a 256×256 MOTM, respectively. By resize the
results of 144×144pixels and 128×128pixels to 208×208 pixels, we can make the three results the same dimension (see
Fig.3(a)), with which we can focusing for different wavelengths.
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over the two-dimension pixel array as Fig. 3(b). The error is defined as the counts of deviation pixels between target point
and actual point, whose pixel size is 4.2μm×4.2μm. That is:

erf ( x, y )  ( Pi ( x, y )  P'i ( x, y )) 2  l  p

(8)

where p is the pixel size of detector, l is the coherence length pixels of the speckle.
The enhancement factors [3] and error of focusing every ten segments of the detector is analyzed and shown in Fig. 3(c,
d). The enhancement factors is about 75 (see Fig. 3(c)). The pixel size of detector is 4.2μm from Sec.2 and the focusing
errors of different wavelength are also in the order of sub-micron (see Fig. 3(d)). Fig. 3(e) shows the depth of focus of
different wavelengths at d ranging from 0.21cm to 0.23cm. The depth of focus is also calculated by the FWHM of the curve
2
d
in Fig.3 (e) and its computational formula is z  7.1   , where d is the distance between r and v, D is the area of the
D
scatting media. When we take the variables, z of the averege of the three wavelengths is solved about 0.2 cm, which is
also agree with the additional line in Fig. 3(e). In general, the results above show that the light can be focused with different
wavelengths at arbitrary position and have the potential to be focus in 3D.
Then we further test the ability of achromatic focusing with SOTM and POTM, Fig. 4(a-f) display the focusing results when
N = 256 with SOTM and POTM. The simulation results on monochrome focusing with SOTM at the central point of a 16×16
target in Fig. 2(a) at d=22.02cm, 22cm and 21.98cm are nearly the same, which reveals there exists a depth of focus to
manipulate the light to get focused at different distances d. Interestingly, single-point achromatic focusing in the same
position by SOTM in Fig. 2(b) and POTM in Fig. 4(c) also follow the law of the monochrome focusing. This result may be
explained by the fact that SOTM and POTM are combined with MOTM, which can perfectly focus in different d. Multi-point in
diagonal, negative diagonal and a polychromatic circle of light are achromatic 3D focused in Fig. 4(d-f), respectively.
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

d=21.98cm

d=22cm

d=22.02cm

(a)

Fig.4 Results of focusing: (a), (b) and (d) are results for monochrome focusing, single-point achromatic focusing and multi-point focusing utilizing SOTM for
varied distances d=22.02cm, 22cm, and 21.98cm respectively; (c), (e) are the same as (b), (d), employing POTM; (f) is designed circular multi-point
achromatic focusing.

There still exists sub-micrometer deviation of the foci position as depicted in Fig. 4(a-h). Here we analyze the results of
Fig. 4(a-e) and we measure the focusing error for varied distances in Fig. 5(a). Obviously, the focusing result of
monochrome wavelength has the least focusing error. On the one hand, the results show that the SOTM’s focusing errors
are lower than the POTM’s. The inconsistency may be due to that SOTM is more accurate than POTM, which has the ability
to respond to any wavelength and achromatic focusing at the expense of the various monochrome matrix dimensions and
controls. On the other hand, the error of focus is increasing with the complexity of the targets, which is inevitable. However,
with only a single transmission matrix, POTM brings considerable possibility for polychromatic light focusing through
scattering layers.
The principle of the SOTM can be expanded to a wider range; we demonstrate that it can be used to reestablish a
depth-resolved object, thanks to the existence of depth of focus, which is about 0.2 cm solved before, and the ability of
focusing at arbitrary position. Here we select to display a 0.04cm×0.11cm circular cone using 11 2D slices with a step of
0.004 cm (see Fig. 5(b)) and its result in Fig. 5(c) when N = 4096, which verifies the ability of achromatic 3D focusing with
SOTM methods.
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Fig.5 Errors of focusing and achromatic 3D focusing for a circular cone:(a) the error of focusing, and blue square is the monochrome focusing with POTM
without shown. The results for the focusing by SOTM and POTM are shown. (b) a 0.04cm×0.11cm circular cone using 11 chipped2D slices with a step of
0.004cm; (c) achromatic 3D result of (a).

Furthermore, we also achromatic image through scattering media with SOTM. Three primary color targets and
reconstruction results with dimensions of 40×40 are shown in the first and second row in Fig.6, respectively. It can be easily
seen that the second row of the Fig. 6(a-c) is relatively recovering the targets, and the Fig. 6(d) is the superimposed results
of Fig.6 (a-c).Visually, the achromatic imaging result suffers a relatively low peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) because of
the dimension of the target.
(b)

(c)

(d)

reconstruction results

Image targets

(a)

Fig.6 Results of monochromatic imaging and achromatic imaging through scattering media with SOTM: (a) Monochromatic binary imaging targets of

 =628nm, 532nm and 478nm and achromatic imaging target. (b) Imaging results of (a).

Fig.7 Results of serial achromatic imaging through scattering media for different dimensions. The dimensions are 16×16, 20×20, 30×30, 40×40, 50×50,
60×60, 70×70, 80×80, respectively.
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different dimensions. With different dimensions of SOTM, results for achromatic image through scattering media for 16×16,
20×20, and 30×30 ~ 80×80 target are shown in Fig. 7, respectively. Intuitively, we can see that intelligibility and fidelity of the
achromatic imaging is proportional to the controlled SOTM dimension N, i.e. cells on SLM and segments on detector.
To demonstrate the applicability of the proposed methods, we also analyze the achromatic imaging quality of different
dimensions numerically. The PSNR and correlation coefficient are introduced to evaluate the quality of the achromatic
imaging through scattering media for different dimensions:
MAX 2
PSNR = 10log10（
）
MSE
(9)
2
1 n m
MSE 
 Iimage ( x, y)  I object ( x, y)
mn i 1 j 1
(10)
where MAX is the max of the imaging result and the MSE is the mean square error between original image I object and
reconstructed image I image . The correlation coefficient r is calculated by:

r

  A

mn

m

 A   Bmn  B 

n

2
2

   Amn  A     Bmn  B 
 m n
 m n

,
(11)
where A denotes the intensity of the imaging target, B is the image intensities reconstructed from matrix of different
dimensions.

(a)

(b)

Fig.8 PSNR and correlation coefficient of serial achromatic imaging for different dimensions of targets: (a) Curve of PSNR and matrix dimensions. (b) Curve
of correlation coefficient and N.

Finally, PSNR and correlation coefficient are calculated using Eq. (9-11) together with the data of Figs. 7 and shown in Fig.
8(a), (b), respectively. The PSNR values increase with the demission approaching to 25 dB (see Fig. 8(a)). As the
increasing of the dimensions, more monochromatic channel ‘on/off’ state can be controlled; therefore we can obtain higher
PSNR with better quality achromatic imaging. The correlation coefficients (see Fig.8 (b)) of the monochromatic and
achromatic imaging increase with the dimensions N of the controllable channels and finally approach to 0.95. As is noted
and predicted from the analysis, better quality of imaging and focusing is expected with more controllable channel N.

5. Conclusions
In summary, we demonstrate an evolutionary approach to achromatic 3D focusing and imaging through scattering media.
Firstly, we present a method for focusing and imaging through scattering media based on APS. Next, we introduce the
method to construct SOTM and POTM to serially and parallel 3D achromatic focus through scattering media. Besides, single
point and multi-points achromatic 3D target were successfully refocused with our proposed method. The effective
achromatic 3D depth of focusing in our simulation is 0.2 cm and we have done a 3D achromatic focusing for a 3D circular
cone. At Last, different dimension objects displayed on the SLM were reconstructed by using the SOTM with high accuracy,
which was quantified by the correlation coefficient between the reconstructed images and the target images and the PSNR
of the reconstructed images. Our approach shows advantages about broadband source and the ability to programmable
control the focusing and imaging. The programmable, multi-functional optical field transformation characteristics makes this
system an integrated and intelligent strategy, where novel optical field transformation effect that cannot be achieve using the
traditional optics can be realized by employing the WFS strategy. The results provide unexplored routes to manipulate
arbitrary optical fields instead of complicated optical design and fabrication processes and the study of temporal /spectral
/polarimetry speckles.
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